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An Incredible 『 Micro Retractor System 』

LOBSTER 
Retractor System 

Support for composite and combined neurosurgery and modern medical 

devices

Provide innovation support for modern microscopic neurosurgical 

delicate subtumoral manipulation

Provide multi stance, comprehensive, and stable distraction support for 

more approaches versus surgical approaches

The features were aligned, the retractor were stabilized, and 

structure the “around operating table’s solution" with construction of 

microscopic head frame, retractor system combine together

LOBSTER
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A Retractor System Designed For 『 Modern Microsurgery 』

Based on the surgical 

progress, it can focus 

on different depth and 

direction to pull or strip

the "" tumor ""thus it 

able to do many fine 

processing operations.

Support devices used 

during neurosurgery，

like endoscopy, common 

instruments etc。 

These can be normal-

ized on retraction sys-

tems placement, with 

concomitant use。

Depending on the pro-

cedure with different 

approaches, directions, 

and requi re needs , 

i t  can be performed 

quickly

Switch the retractor  

position or retractor 

state

Hotry new design LOBSTER retractor system the was increased based on features including snake arm 

retractors, scalp hooks, hand rest handle, Fukushima Neuro Pattie Tray and bipolar cup.Two brand new 

modules was create which is “tumor retractor” and “endoscopic support”,LOBSTER retractor system still 

continuing to maintain the features of installing rapid and change freedom, provide comprehensive and 

efficient intraoperative support of neurosurgery.

Fine Variety Quick
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The specially designed guide arm can not only provide traction for microsurgery

It can also provide support for endoscopy, navigation needle, in combined surgery

Provide Endoscopic 
Support For Combined Neurosurgery

The "tumor retractor" developed by the innovation, combined 

with the "LOBSTER" retractor system, it can stably pull and 

retract the tumor at 360 ° ,so that the fine treatment of the 

tumor under the tumor and the tumor capsule can be carried 

out calmly and efficiently.

Tumor Retractor
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LOBSTER Retractor System

Provide fast and stable 
traction for any position 
during the operation

Scalp hooks - six tooth 
belt keyhole design, it 
can be used to hold the 
scalp hook and adjust its 
position

Neuro Pattie Tray-Compatible 
with different sizes of cotton 
pieces, standardized place-
ment, ready to use

Four link structure, universal 
joint, double fixed joint, and 
the end can be replaced by the 
endoscope holding arm

Bipolar forceps cup, filled with 
normal saline, has minimized 
bipolar adhesion caused by 
tissue residue

Tumor retractor - pull 
and retract the tumor, let 
the operation under the 
tumor become more effi-
cient and precise.
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LOBSTER Retractor System
Variety of use forms, according to different surgical approaches, different directions 
and different using require, it can quickly switch the retraction position or retraction 
state

Clip on expand connector, four link uni-
versal support arm Clip on expand connector, four link uni-

versal support arm,  snake arm retrac-
tors, Neuro Pattie Tray, Bipolar forceps 
cup

Clip on expand connector, four link univer-
sal support arm, snake arm retractors

Clip on expand connector, four link uni-
versal support arm, snake arm retractors

State 1.

Single Support Hand Support Mode

State 4.

Single Support And Retractor Mode 
+ Hand Support Mode

State 2.

Single Support And Retractor Mode

State 3.

Single Support And Retractor Mode 
+ Hand Support Mode A

Clip on expand connector, four link univer-
sal support arm, snake arm retractors, en-
doscope holding arm

State 5.

Single Support Retractor  + Endo-
scopic Mode

Clip on expand connector, four link 
universal support arm, snake arm re-
tractors,Brain tumor retractor, snake 
arm retractorsr, connector, Neuro Pattie 
Tray, Bipolar forceps cup,scalp hooks

State 6.

Two Arms Retractor Mode
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This brochure is a global unified template. For actual use in eachre-
gion, please refer to the scope of local declaration of conformity.
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